Transforming Members into
Ambassadors through the
power of Digital

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This whitepaper describes the changing landscape of member-driven associations, the
challenges they’re facing both internally and externally, and why it’s critically important
to continually strengthen member and customer relationships, as measured through the
lens of member affinity.

We point out the limitations associated with traditional

approaches to digital transformation and propose a new metric – Promotion Criticality
– for evaluating the relative importance of stakeholder relationships, and which can be
used to help define the vision for Digital Transformation at your organization.

WHO IS THIS DOCUMENT FOR?
This whitepaper is primarily meant for the senior management & C-level executives of
mid-to-large sized associations and non-profits (typically defined between $20-$250M
in annual revenue and staff of 50-1000 personnel). The whitepaper provides a
framework for understanding how associations and non-profits can apply the concept
of digital transformation to build engagement and value for members, constituents, and
affiliates.

ABOUT ICREON
Icreon is engrained in the association and nonprofit community, with extensive
experience helping our clients develop digital strategies & execution plans for nurturing
long-term, engaging relationships with members and customers.
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The current model of member-association

engagement associations has been in place for
decades. And it has worked.

So What’s the Challenge?

The current challenge is that the characteristics that define
the association have become existential impediments in an
era defined by the immediate access to information,
insights, content, and knowledge. The following are a
number of key challenges currently faced by the association
industry:

An Evolutionary Working Environment

The pace of technological innovation continues to
accelerate, with varied impact on members’ professions,
interests and work environment. In serving members,
associations are naturally attuned to their wants and needs.
But never before has it been so important for member
organizations to stay ahead of the curve, not just reacting
to changes in the environment, but anticipating and
preferably participating as drivers for that change. This has
effectively resulted in a shift in focus from representing
members’ current interests to a stronger need for visionary
programs that leverage member thought leaders and
activists to drive the future state.
A Revolutionary Workforce
Membership is changing. Simply stated, the Millennial
generation is not comprised of traditional joiners. This is a
threat to a member-based organization, but in the shared
leadership model of the association, it may be catastrophic.
A lack of highly engaged young members may make it
difficult to establish their participation in leadership roles,
further isolating a member-centric organization from the
relevance and needs of the generation. A side-effect is that
a member leadership skewed toward a more mature
demographic may miss larger digital trends that Millennials
embrace naturally.
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Accelerating Technology Shifts

Complexity of Business Environment

If one element of the 4th Industrial Revolution is clear, it is
the convergence of data and artificial intelligence.
Associations will require an “ecosystem” or platform
approach as digital offerings and intelligent insight will
require connected data, platforms, standards, and
applications. The current generation of ecosystem
capabilities such as Apple, Google, Salesforce, Amazon,
LinkedIn & Microsoft, while they may not seem like
competitive threats, are drastically changing how the labor
supply is digesting information, networking in their
professional groups & evaluating their career-goal
strategies – once a common moat for the traditional
association.

There are myriad challenges to running a business today.
Everything from enterprise risk management to cyber
security to digital marketing all live large in the minds of
executives across the board. While it is challenging under
the best of circumstances, it is a far greater challenge to
manage in a shared leadership model, a common trait of
associations. These challenges are exacerbated by the
turnover characteristic of association boards. The current
environment places new demands on association
governance for agility, innovation, continuity, speed &
relevancy.

To manage these challenges, an effective digital
transformation is often required. However, digital
transformation is an oft-used, loaded terminology
that can be used to describe an organization’s
marketing, communications, data management or
development tactics. For the association space,
digital transformation should be evaluated through
the lens of a single core question:

Has my association moved members along the
affinity curve to fanaticism?
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What Exactly is an “Affinity Curve”?
The basic premise of an affinity curve is simple. It’s a mapping of members or
customers that shows the approximate level of the strength of the relationship they
have with the organization.
Each association’s affinity curve will look different. Ultimately, every association
should aim to maximize members and customers that are fanatical about their
relationship with the organization. A typical curve may look something like this:

Compulsory

Participatory

Fanatical

Members of an association may be categorized into three classes based on their
level of affinity to the organization:

1

Compulsory Members - members who are, by-and-large, inactive
within the organization or are members of the organization for purely
organizational or obligatory reasons

2

Participatory Members - members who participate in key areas of the
association where they see direct benefit to their professional goals or
key marquee service offerings (ie – an annual meeting)

3

Fanatical Members - members who participate actively as leaders
and/or in multiple services offered by the association and actively
promote engagement
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Tracking Association Customer Affinity
In our experience, affinity curves of most associations
actually skew strongly to the left in comparison to the
standard bell-curve. Visualizing this, they are more likely to
look like the curves presented below, in which there is a lack
of fanatical affinity and an overwhelming percentage of
compulsory or participatory members.

Compulsory

Participatory

Fanatical

Associations usually protected by regulatory moats and
extreme lack of competition
Associations in the early stages of their member transformation
strategy but not signifantly underway

Unlocking member value requires pushing the affinity curve
to lean further to the right. While a majority of the member
base does not need to qualify as fanatical, a critical mass is
required to create transformational engagement. Fanatical
members create self-generating affinity for the organization
that extends well beyond the direct effort of leadership and
staff to market the association.

Member
Generated
Affinity

Compulsary

Participatory

Fanatical

Organizations that are able to push to the right exhibit the
traits of a transformational association. Transformational
associations have invested the necessary time, capital and
planning into creating a fanatical member base.
Underestimating the impact and value of a hyper-engaged
member base is the typical reason why associations fail to
execute on wide-reaching customer experience strategies.
The inevitable roadblocks, challenges and false starts
inherent in transformation initiatives often occlude the
perceived benefits of a highly engaged member base that is
actively working toward the mission of their association.
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Measuring Affinity
The notion of an Affinity Curve for an association is similar to
another corporate performance metric, Net Promoter Score
(NPS). NPS is a direct diagnostic evaluation that aims to
determine how much affinity a customer-base has for a
particular brand or enterprise. Calculating NPS is
deceptively simple. User feedback is taken from customers
through a simple prompt:

To calculate NPS, the following formula is used and gives a
value from -100 (meaning every response is Detractor) to
+100 (meaning every response is a Promoter). :

On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to
refer XYZ brand to a friend or a colleague?

NPS is a powerful metric because it is a leading indicator of
success. This means that NPS can predict long-term
business growth, as it illustrates an organization’s capability
to engender loyalty and promotion from its customer in the
long-term.

A score of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 is marked as “Detractor.” A score
of 7 or 8 is marked as “Passive.” A score of 9 or 10 is marked
as “Promoter.”

NPS = %Promoters - %Detractors

Interestingly, there are already studies that show how
associations stack up to other industries via NPS. However,
the findings are less than stellar, as seen below.

When evaluated, associations average an NPS of
21. In the context of the broad industry landscape,
associations rank worse than 75% of all other
industries, ranking only above notably poor rated
industries such as Health Insurance, Travel
Companies, Cable companies, and ISPs. These
reflections are increasingly dire when evaluated
through age-demographics.

Millennials gave their associations an NPS of 6,
whereas all other professionals surveyed gave their
associations an NPS of 32. Customer affinity is
trending sharply downwards when it comes to the
(now) largest workforce in the US

digitalT
ansfor
mation
Moving the Affinity Curve requires a Digital

Transformation initiative. And successful initiatives
have a specific set of core qualities

Association-centric
Digital Transformation

Shifting the affinity curve to the right for most associations
isn’t simply a matter of tweaking a few programs and
services. This is evident because the Millennial generation
has a far different (lower) affinity to its associations than do
other generations. What’s effectively required to reach
these digital natives, unsurprisingly, is targeted Digital
Transformation.
That said, Digital Transformation in the association space is
altogether different from the private sector. Smaller staff
sizes, larger customer lifetime values, and muted market
competition often mean that the dynamics of strategizing
and executing on digital transformation are different than
what we see large consumer brands work through day-in
and day-out.
If that’s the case then, what are the hallmarks of an
association-centric digital transformation initiative? What
are the core qualities needed from the organization so that
they can move their members along the affinity curve? The
following are the three most important traits.
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Quality #1: Progressive Leadership

Digital Transformation requires, quite naturally, transformers.
The single largest factor in driving transformative
associations towards fanatical member affinity is the
presence of key executive leaders acting as change agents.
These associations have Executive Directors, CEOs and
senior management teams heading up transformation
initiatives. Unfortunately, in this space, transformation
cannot occur at the grassroots level. Executive teams must
commit to the importance of customer affinity and drive it
down to the staff level and up to the Board level. This does
not mean staff leadership is doing everything, rather, they
are the champions that provide the vision and steward the
organization through inevitable challenges throughout the
transformation process.
The investment horizon to bring transformative
change and innovation to a non-profit is on the order
of magnitude of 2-4 years. Middle management &
operational staff are not incentivized to think in this
time-range, often needing to show their value 6 to12
months at a time. Transformation requires vision,
and executing on a vision requires time. Hence, it
starts at the top.
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Quality #2: Uncompromising Customer-Centricity
The second requirement for successful Digital
Transformation revolves around having fanatical focus on
improving the customer experience. This obsessive mindset
needs to permeate the organization and create a rallying
point for staff, volunteers, partners & sponsors to be
available and accessible to customers at their moment of
need. Approach-wise, there are very few boundaries of
exploration; it necessitates digging down to the deepest
processes within the association to determine if customers
are encountering anything but positivity in their interactions
with the organization.
The for-profit analogy to this level of engagement is known
as developing superlative “omni-channel experiences”.
Evaluating the member lifecycle across various arenas: the
ability to purchase products and services, renew
memberships, show progress to employers, attend
conferences & meetings, discover thought-leadership &
access educational resources from their association – this
all is critical to developing a holistic customer journey.
Moreover, this evaluation requires making ‘sense’ of the
connected nature of an association. Do products, services,
memberships, content and physical engagement actually
mesh with each other?

Are they complementing each other throughout the member
life-cycle, deliberately engaging them as they progress in
their career development? The digital transformation
process is designed to affirm this level of customercentricity.
Quality #3: Cross-Departmental Data Capture
The third tenet revolves around cross-departmental data
capture. Today, most organizations know the value of data
intake and analysis. However, while data analysis ‘strategy’
is always discussed, it’s the data analysis ‘execution’ that
takes a backseat. Mature associations leverage their data
across departmental siloes, using it as a shared asset to
drive future decisions about campaign strategy and the
development of programs, products and services for their
member base. The reason for this is the era of change within
which associations now live. As aforementioned,
associations now must deal with a working environment,
workforce, technology and industry landscape that is
changing at an accelerating rate. To manage these risks,
digitally mature associations use data to analyze, report
and predict core organizational outcomes. This level of
business prediction affords organizations the time and
confidence to execute on long-term strategies and their
respective long-term gains.

These three inherent qualities: strong digital
leadership, an organizational alignment on
customer centricity, and investments in creating a
data-driven culture, are simple enough to
comprehend. Alone, they can drive substantial
change within an association. But the question is:

How does one create directionality within an
organization to use digital transformation to
maximize customer affinity?
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APIRE: What is it?
Most association consulting firms will likely employ a three-step process to
determine the Digital Transformation strategy & execution approach for an
organization.

AP

Assess the Present - Intake staff, member & constituent data in
the form of surveys, analytics & industry research to understand
stakeholder dynamics. Identify the key processes, technology &
infrastructure that underpin the organization’s revenue model
and use that to form a baseline quantitative view of the
organization

IR

Identify Key Risks - Use the current state to identify key risk
factors that may be a threat to the organization. These may be
challenges within a particular department, managing member
attrition or existential industry factors, or identifying and
mitigating cannibalistic services from competitors

E

Execute - Define priorities based on observations from the first
two steps and subsequently outline a Roadmap for moving
from current progress to an ideal end-state using a
combination of staff-upskilling, technology & content upgrades
& process modifications

Moving forward, we’ll call “Assess the Present, Identify Risks, & Execute” – APIRE, for
simplicity. APIRE may serve organizations well, but often misses a critical point in
the process of creating the right directionality – they do not dive deep enough into
the relationships that associations create.
Associations are unicorn-like business models. They venture into borderline
diversification chaos, held together by a unifying professional or academic mission.
No two look quite alike; even similarly-missioned organizations may go about their
operations entirely differently. Associations do share common hallmarks, of course:
educational offerings, a publishing and content distribution partnership, an annual
meeting, subscription-based memberships. Beyond that, based on the type of
association, operations may vary widely – some may be heavily involved in political
advocacy, others may have significant investments in R&D and think-tanks, data
registries, or professional development.

So what?
Why does this matter?
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Promotion Criticality
It matters because this very diversification of activities and
business channels is unique to the association space. No
other industry or business model has such a variety of
operational skills required in order to execute well.
Beyond that, because associations essentially take on the
trait of serving members, they essentially operate under the
‘distributed CEO’ model – meaning that the needs,
frustrations & goals of each and every member need to be
evaluated in ways that private organizations & publiclytraded companies have little obligation to do. In short,
associations must deal with external competitors across
industries, incredibly wide-ranging operational needs, and a
customer-base that needs support enabling their future
while being staunchly focused on the present.
This is why APIRE is incomplete. It’s an outside-in approach
to understanding an association, observed from a distant
lens. What’s critically needed is an inside-out approach. To
provide the necessary inside-out perspective, associations
need to start before APIRE, and truly understand customer
sentiment towards the association at the macroscopic level.
To do this – an extension of NPS, called Promotion
Criticality, can provide the necessary insight.

Inputs to Promotion Criticality
Calculating Promotion Criticality requires two core inputs:
prompts from the Net Promoter Score and the cost of
stakeholder acquisition.
Input #1: NPS
For each stakeholder type: member, staff, sponsor, parent
organization, advocate, publisher (and any specific others) –
the question that needs to be asked is:

Prompt:
As a stakeholder, I am
extremely excited about the
value my association brings
me/my organization -

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Stakeholders are able to rate this question from 1-10, where
10 represents the level of enthusiasm about the
organization. The reason why this question is powerful is
because it can measure relationship affinity for an
organization in aggregate. More importantly, this can be
extrapolated to create better internal directionality on how
to prioritize relationship health.
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Input #2: Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC)
The second input is Customer Acquisition Cost. Associations
may have a relatively easy time calculating this based on
their level of digital marketing maturity. In typical parlance,
calculating CAC is a function of evaluating the following
equation.

How does it aid Directionality? - Promotion Criticality shows
stark differences in customer segments even when their
NPSs are the similar. In the table, we see that the impact of
the member organization is more pressing to invest into than
sponsors, even though their NPSs are identical.

Customer Acquisition Cost:

CAC

=

Marketing Cost for Cohort
Aggregate Customers Won

Based on maturity, associations may break out marketing
costs more granularly based on the differing spends they
make experientially and through digital outreach to obtain a
more nuanced value. Furthermore, associations with strong
analytics practices may combine CAC with Cost of
Customer Retention (CCR) to accurately reflect costs
around maintaining a healthy customer base.
Output: Promotion Criticality
These two inputs enable the calculation of Promotion
Criticality. This table illustrates the calculation being created
for a number of different Customer Types for an anonymous
association:
Customer Type

Why is it a Valuable Metric? - Promotion Criticality is useful
because measuring Customer Affinity does not take
stakeholder market sizing into account. By adding the
overall market size of a customer type, and effectively
calculating the acquisition cost, the metric is able to clearly
articulates which relationships need to be prioritized most
based on impact to the organization.

NPS

Market Size

CAC

Promotion Criticality

Staff

45

50

$3,800

$4,200

Organization

2

200

$12,400

$1,240,000

Publisher

16

5

$4,800

$1,500

Sponsor

2

25

$39,000

$487,500

Volunteer

28

75

$300

$803

Member

7

36,000

$1,400

$7,200,000

Promotion Criticality is calculated simply by using the
following formula: (CAC X Market Size) / NPS. The outcome
of the calculation, expressed in dollars, represents the
relative value or importance in building fanatical affinity
within that market segment. The higher the Promotion
Criticality, the higher the potential value.

Why does it look Biased? - Promotion Criticality makes no
qualms about the fact that Members will be the most critical
to serve 99% of the time. This is primarily due to the fact that
market size is a critical metric to intake.
Calculating Promotion Criticality requires concerted effort at
the leadership level to capturing these relevant data points.
However, doing this exercise is critical to any organization
planning to embark on a Digital Transformation initiative; it
creates directionality throughout the priority-setting
process.

The Next Step?
In this whitepaper, we’ve outlined a series of activities to
help leaders at associations embark on this journey. The
techniques described are thoughtful, measurable
mechanisms to move your organization forward, and ones
that Icreon has used with many of its clientele over the last
decade.
Today, there are a number of mission-driven associations
that have accelerated their ability to grow and create
member ambassadors through our expertise. If your
association is struggling with its next phase of growth and
maturity, Icreon may be able to assist.
Want more information? Reach out to Brad Ettinger, VP of
Solutions for Icreon’s Association & Non-Profit Digital
Practice:
brad@icreon.com or 202.302.1351

A few points to keep in mind about Promotion Criticality:
What does the Score Mean? - Promotion Criticality is not
meant to say that a customer base is ‘worth this much’ to
the association. It’s a method of determining the current
state criticality in nurturing that customer relationship, on
the basis of acquisition cost..

Digital Transformation is extremely difficult to get
right, and the best mechanism to doing it is to have
a concerted plan in place

Icreon partners with associations to create powerful, long-term relationships with members and
key constituents through digital innovation.

Member market share alone is no longer a reliable indicator of an association's relevance or
competitive readiness in an ever-changing environment. We believe that, regardless of mission, it is
critical for associations to develop and nurture lasting and meaningful relationships with members.
This goes beyond delivery of traditional content and services, seeking to develop impactful models
for ongoing member engagement; towards building fanatical, lifelong affinity in the context of
organizational mission. This focus on the member relationship sits at the center of everything we do.

Icreon is the digital transformation partner for the world’s most-mission driven associations and non-profits

